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 Hire Remote 
 Unicorn Devs.


Get matched with our elite group of hand-selected & rigorously vetted Unicorn Devs, assigned to you in 24 hours.

Hire Now!
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· Get started







fingerprint

 Steps to Hire Talent.

We provide a simple & straightforward hiring process to help you find highly-skilled remote tech talent in record time.
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 Tell Us What You Need.
 Let us know your development needs, whether it's an individual developer or an entire tech team, we're here to help! A consultant will reach out to you to understand your requirements better prior to sourcing your talent.







 Find Your Perfect Fit

 You'll be presented with shortlisted candidates from our highly vetted talent pool within 24 to 48 hours. You may even arrange a call with the shortlisted talents & determine if it's the right fit.
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Slack Channel
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Github











 Start Your Risk-Free Trial!
 Once you onboard your talent, get to work straightaway via your dedicated Slack workspace! We even offer a 7-Day No-Risk trial for each hire, so you can replace your talent or get a full refund if you aren't 100% convinced!
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· pricing






 Simple Pricing.
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 Flat


$40-55/hour



Per hour


Hire Now






person

Senior talent with minimum 5 years experience



people_outline

Talent pool consists of experts covering all areas of programming languages



face

Fully-vetted talents to ensure quality of service



Includes




check

7-day risk-free trial!



check

Flexible contracts





 Flat, simple pricing for all
 Simple Pricing to Suit
Businesses of all Sizes.





av_timer

Find Talent in 24 Hours

Within 24 hours you’ll be ready to start working with your matched talent via your dedicated Slack workspace!




upcoming

Pre-Screened Talent

All Unicorn.Dev talent is screened & vetted for their coding skills & English proficiency to ensure quality of service.




notifications_active

Cancel Anytime

Pay as you go, rolling weekly contract with no minimum commitment!




calendar_today

Free Trial

If you are not happy with the talent, let us know within the 7-day free trial and we'll find an alternative or refund you right away.




library_books

Buy-off Talent from Platform

If you've found a great Unicorn.Dev to work with, you can even buy him off our platform!




hub

Flexible Contracts

Whether your requirement is part-time, full-time or you need to outsource an entire project, we can offer you a customized solution.




people_outline

Senior Talents

All Unicorn.Dev talents are seniors, with a minimum 5 years of work experience in their specialty.
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Time-Zone Overlap

Our globally distributed talent pool is available to you with a working time overlap of 4 hours daily, for easy collaboration.
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· talent






 Some of Our Talents 
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Thien Jason

Fullstack JS dev with 8 years of experience 
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Clement Ong

Fullstack JS dev with 7 years of experience 
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Rob Legaspi


Fullstack JS dev with 6 years of experience 
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Long Trang

Fullstack JS dev with 9 years of experience 
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· Podcast








 Founder Story Podcast.
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Marie Ng Founder of Llama Life
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Kathryn Cross Founder of Anja Health
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Capri Wheaton Founder of Dressed




Visit FounderStory Podcast Site
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Skills







 Skills We Offer.



Some of the skills we offer
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React
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Node
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Vue
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Angular 
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Ruby on Rails
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PHP
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Wordpress
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.Net
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Shopify
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iOS  Objective-C
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iOS  Swift
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React Native
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Flutter
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Android - Java
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Android - Kotlin
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Golang
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· Vetting






 Our Vetting Process:






check





Step
01






 Discovery 

Interview process to determine two crucial factors:
- Tech Stack Evaluation
- Language Proficiency





check





Step
02






 Coding Challenge


A timed live coding challenge that helps evaluate:
- The Quality of Code
- Coding Speed





check





Step
03






 Problem Solving Challenge


We deduce the talent's capacity to perform under pressure while incorporating logical thinking through an algorithmic problem-solving challenge.




check





Step
04






 Background Check


Screening of references & criminal records.





check





Step
05






 Continuous Monitoring


Continuous monitoring & assessments are conducted to ensure only the highest standard of talents are maintained within the network.
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· Join






 Ready to Get   Started?







01
Hire Talent Hire







We will help you hire exceptional people for advanced engineering roles.



Hire now







check

Flat hourly rate



check

Super senior developers with minimum 5 years experience



check

Vetted for excellent English
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Talent Sign Up Join







Do you have what it takes to be a Unicorn Dev?



Join our pool







check

5 years of development experience



check

Reside in either: Asia or Middle East




check

Can fluently communicate in English - Written & Spoken
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 SOcial

Twitter
Linkedin
Facebook
Instagram

 Resources

How we work
Pricing
FAQs
Blog

 Account

Hire Now
Sign up as a developer
Links

 	Toptal Competitor
	Turing Competitor
	Gigster Competitor
	Upwork Competitor
	Andela Competitor
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